OTOCONSULT NV
Herentalsebaan 71
B-2100 Antwerp-Deurne
Belgium

Software Developer with Testing Skills
Otoconsult is a software and consultancy company focused on developing ground breaking solutions for
professionals in the field of audiology, otorhinolaryngology and acoustics. It was founded in 2007 as a spin-off
from the Eargroup, a clinical research centre based in Antwerp and one of the pioneers and reference centers in
the field of cochlear implantation. Otoconsult conducts research and develops ready to install hardware and
software solutions for the audiologist and the Ear-Nose-Throat (ENT) practitioner. The Otoconsult team consists
of software developers, electronical and biomedical engineers, audiologists and ENT physicians to provide
consultancy on any IT related otological or audiological question.
In order to help Otoconsult develop new applications that push boundaries worldwide in the field of audiology,
otorhinolaryngology and acoustics, and that help professionals to assist people with hearing loss, we are
recruiting for a Software

Developer with Testing Skills.

In this role, you are responsible for software test management: you review existing code, write unit tests, coach
the developers to switch to test-driven programming, develop, implement and execute a robust and qualitative
test plan for future developments

YOUR PROFILE


You successfully obtained a scientific degree in (Applied) Informatics, Industrial sciences or equivalent
by experience;



You have a demonstrable experience in testing of Microsoft .Net (C# and SQL Server) and mobile
(Android and iOS) applications (2 to 5 years); You have a passion for testing, controlling and obtaining
high quality;




Excellent oral and written communication skills, as well as good knowledge of technical English;
You are a pro-active and open minded team player that cooperates to obtain our team goals,
enthusiastic to work in a highly varied, technological and innovative environment, passionate about
changing the lives of people;



You are a self-driven and entrepreneurial state of mind: an achievement orientation, seeking for quality
and new information, being able to work autonomous and a drive to take initiative.

WE PROPOSE


a full time and permanent contract with a fair salary package;



the unique opportunity to collaborate to the growth of a young company from an ambitious pioneer to
the international authority in the niche of professional software for Ear-Nose-Throat practitioners,
audiologists and cochlear implant centers.

HOW TO APPLY?
Apply now by sending an email with resume and complete motivation to govaerts@otoconsult.com. The first
round of the recruitment-process will be an interview. The second round consists of an assessment of your skills
and personality.
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